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formulated  in metrical  terms and are claimed by the proponent  to reflect archaic  linguistic 














4. Kuhn’s First Law or Germanic law of clause particles (continued)
　　The second kind of violations is the case where clause particles occur both in the first 
and the second drops  in  the clause. Shortly after  the  formulation of  the First Law, Kuhn 
adds specifically that clause particles may not be separated in two drops (Kuhn 1933: 9). As 
is clear from the way the First Law is formulated, this statement follows from the Law. In 














clause-initial verses where  the finite verb occurs  in a drop and argues  that  the stress on 
the verbs  that  creates violation may also not be  strong. Pushing  this  line of  reasoning 
further, Bliss  (1967) claims,  in order  to avoid Kuhn’s Law violations as given  in  (23),  that 






(24)  ‘Hwæt sýndon gē´    séarohǽbbendra,　　237
   what  are      you    of-armor-bearers
  ‘what are you bearers of armor’
  Ðonne sæ´gdon þǽt    sæ¯ ´ lī´þende,　　　　　377







the verb either  follows the clause-initial sequence of clause particles as  in  (25a) or occurs 





  þā him wæs mánna  þéarf.    201b (also in (9))
      b. Fand  þā    þæ¯r   ínne  ǽþelinga gedríht
  found then there inside  of-nobles band-of-retainers






  Næs      þæt þonne mæ¯ ´ tost    mǽgenfúltuma　　　　1455
  not-was that then    least    powerful-help
  ‘and of his strong supports that was not the least’
The two productive patterns as exemplified in (25) conform to the First Law unless clause-
initial  stressed verbs have an unstressed prefix or  the negative particle, which will  be 
discussed shortly. When the verb follows the clause-initial sequence of  light elements as  in 
(25a),  then neither  the verb nor  the preceding clause particles  incur violation of  the First 
Law. Similarly, when the verb is clause-initial and is followed by a sequence of light elements 
as  in  (25b),  then the verb, when unstressed,  forms a drop together with the following light 





　　If the Law represents archaism,  it  follows that the productive orders  in  (25) are more 





　　The pattern apparently similar  to  (23)  is observed with the examples  in  (26) with the 
clause-initial  finite verb with a negative particle and/or verbal prefix  followed by one or 
more clause particles (Kuhn 1933: 11; Momma 1997: 69). The clause particles in italics violate 









While Kuhn  (1933: 11)  treats examples as  those  in  (26) as violations of  the First Law, by 
assuming that the verse-initial negative particle and/or verbal prefix form an anacrusis and 
not a drop, one can dismiss violations of  the  type  (26) because  the clause-particles are  in 
the first drop of  the clause  in conformity with the Law. This solves the problem in terms 
of meter. Alternatively,  in parallel with violations given  in  (23) with the verb-second order, 
one might argue that stress on the verb may not be strong in (26) as well (Kuhn 1933: 12). In 
terms of syntax, the order of verses in (26) is identical with the order of those given in (25b) 
in  that  the clause-initial verb  is  followed by one or more clause particles. The verb-initial 
order as represented  in  (26)  is by no means an  innovative order  in contrast  to  the order 


















constraint valid  for Old English poetry as a whole’  (Momma 1997: 64);  ‘prescriptive verse 













　　Metrical  conventions  refer  to  those  rules  that  are  peculiar  to  verse  and  are  not 
observed  typically  in prose. For example,  in Germanic alliterative poetry, alliteration  is a 
metrical device  that combines  two verses  to  form a  long  line.  It  is a metrical convention 
because alliteration  is not  regularly observed  in prose. On  the other hand,  the effect of 
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Kuhn’s First Law  is clause-initial  clustering of  light elements. As discussed  in  section 2 
above, this phenomenon is observed in prose as well as in verse and is characteristic of the 
earliest attested stage of North and West Germanic. This  fact supplies counterevidence to 
the assumption  that  the First Law was a metrical convention: what  follows directly  from 
language structure does not have to be attributed to metrical conventions. One could argue 







by  the phrasal and word stress,  among which,  in early Germanic,  trochaic  (and perhaps 
dactylic) pattern is predominant. The ideal rhythm is an alternate pattern of strong and weak 
beats. On the other hand, the effect of the First Law occasionally leads to a long sequence 























5. Kuhn’s Second Law or Germanic law of the clause-initial position


















  In  contrast,  all  the  examples  in  (28)  violate  the Second Law because  the  clause-

















  Æfter ðæ¯m  wórdum  wýrm ýrre   cwōm,  2669a




Excluding 457a  that  involves emendation  (see  (33) below),  there are  thirteen verses  that 




(29)  ne geféah hē þæ¯re fæ¯ ´ hðe,    109a
  Gewā´t þā ofer wæ¯ ´ gholm  wínde gefy¯ ´ sed　　　　　　217
  ne gewē´ox hē him tō wíllan    1711a
















later as  in  (10a/28d) and  (26/29). Further,  the First Law but not  the Second excludes  lift-
initial clauses with one or more clause particle  in the second drop or  later, e.g.  (10b) given 
above. The function of the Second Law is not at once obvious. In fact, the Second Law is less 












initial clauses, as  in  (27b) above,  to which the Second Law is  inapplicable.  In this way,  the 
second factor that decreases the Second Law violation  is  the  initial word stress. However, 
clause-initial words that begin with an unstressed syllable, i.e. verbs with a negative particle 






the  language of Beowulf  (Fulk et al. 2008: cxlix), decreases the number of  the Second Law 
violation of the type (28a) where the clause begins with a noun phrase (Slay 1952: 13). That 
is,  given  that most nominals have  initial  stress,  sparse use of demonstrative adjectives 
reduces the number of drop-initial noun phrases that  incur Second Law violation  in clause-
initial position.  In  fact,  there are only a small number of clause-initial noun phrases with 
a demonstrative adjective.  In order  to account  for  this  rare pattern, Kuhn  (1933:  44–45) 
claims  that  this  clause-initial  demonstrative adjective has a  linking  function comparable 
to demonstrative/relative pronouns and short adverbs such as þā, þær, and þonne, which 
are  typically used  in clause-initial position. For example,  in  the passage given  in  (30),  the 
demonstrative pronouns in italics are clause-linkers in both main and subordinate clauses. 
(30)  Ðæ¯m éafera wǽs    ǽfter         cénned
  that   son     was    afterwards born
  geóng in géardum,    þone   Gód sénde
  young in homestead  whom God sent
  fólce   tō frō´fre;          12–14a
  people to consolation
   ‘Afterwards a  son was born  to him, a young boy  in his house, whom God sent  to 
comfort the people’
In parallel with these clause particles with a linking function that typically occur in clause-
initial position,  demonstrative adjectives,  though different  in  status,  have a  comparable 
function. Compare the clause  in  (28a)  that begins with a phrase particle and thus violates 
the Second Law and the clauses in (30) that begin with a clause particle and thus conform 
to the Law. Thus, if reducing Kuhn’s Law violations is the purpose, one can avoid violation 
by assuming  that  the demonstrative  and  the noun are  separate  elements  in  (28a). The 
same  linking  function may be assumed with the demonstrative adjective  in a clause-initial 









which  is considered an archaism,  is common  in Beowulf. Thus, prepositional phrases may 





(31)          Hine hā´lig Gód
          him  holy  God
  for ā´rstáfum    ū´s onsénde,
  for grace      us sent
  tō Wést-Dénum,    þæs    ic wē´n           hǽbbe,
  to West-Danes    of-that I  expectation have





the  lexical subject. The other two  in 383a and  in 384a  follow the verb and are apparently 
extraposed from the preverbal position as heavy elements. 
  Since prepositional phrases  follow clause particles  and  the  subject  in  the normal 
order, clause-initial prepositional phrases may occur in non-verb-initial clauses without clause 
particles and the subject. Kuhn (1933: 44) also notes that prepositional phrases occur clause-
initially  in  incomplete clauses that  lack the subject and the object, which are perceived as 
phrases rather  than clauses. For example,  in  (32),  the clause with an  initial prepositional 






  on sī´dne  sæ¯ ´ ,    ymb súnd         flíte,　　　　　506–507
  on broad see    in    swimming competed






  ond for ā´rstáfum    ū´sic sō´htest.　　　　457–458





　　As has been shown,  the Second Law reflects  the archaism only  in part and  thus  its 
effect is less straightforward than the First. In lack of any apparent rhetorical or rhythmical 
effect,  it  is not  likely  to be  intended  in verse composition nor  is  it necessary to resort  to 

























Due  to  freedom  in distribution,  they may occur  in other positions,  i.e.  those  that directly 
follow the modified noun as  in  (35a) and those  that are separated  from the modified by a 
caesura, thus in a different prosodic phrase from the modified, or by one or more intervening 
words as in (35b). 






          næs      sē  fólccýning,
          not-was the folk-king





        þonne mī´n scéaceð
        when  my  departs




particles. On  the other hand, genitive/possessive pronouns  that are  separated  from the 











(37)          þāra     ā´num stō´d
          of-them one    stood
  sádol   séarwum      fāh,        1037b–1038a
  saddle contrivances decorated
  ‘the saddle of one of them stood shining with hand-ornaments’
        Ðæ¯ra    ō´ðer wǽs,
        of-them one  was

















and content words  in  function and stress. For example,  in 1351b  in  (37) above,  the clause-
initial  ōðer  apparently bears non-functional  alliteration and  thus  is unstressed.  Since  it 











(38)            ūrum sceal swéord ond hélm,
            us     shall sword   and helmet















(39)  Ðū  þē         læ¯ ´ r    be þón,　　　　　1722b
  you yourself teach by that
  ‘Teach yourself by him’
          ic þis  gíd  be  þē´
          I  this tale by you
  āwrǽc wíntrum frōd.      　　1723b–1724a
  told     winters   old
  ‘Old of winters, I told this tale for you.’








(40) a. þāra      þe      hē him míd hǽfde.    1625b
  of-those which he him with had
  ‘of those which he had with him’
        þē         him fóran   ongē´an
        in-which him against toward
  línde    bæ¯ ´ ron;        2364b–2365a
  shields bore
  ‘when they bore their shields against him’
  ic him   æ´fter sceál.’   2816b
  I  them after  should
  ‘I have to go after them.’
      b.       þæ¯r mē gífeðe    swā´
        if    me granted so
  æ¯ ´ nig ýrfeweard   æ´fter wúrde
  any  heir    after  would-be













  on him býrne      scā´n,    405b
  on him mail-shirt shone
  ‘his mail-shirt glistened,’
        On ðæ¯m   wæs ō´r      wríten
        on  which was  origin written
  fýrngewínnes;         　　1688b–1689a
  of-ancient-strife
  ‘on which was written the origin of ancient strife’




belong to clause particles  in parallel with verbal prefixes as  in  (29) above. While  I do not 
find his interpretation reasonable, in terms of word order and clause structure, clauses that 
begin with a prepositional phrase, whether with a lexical noun or a pronoun, are linguistically 
possible as discussed  in  section 5. Pronouns  in a clause-initial prepositional phrase have 
a  linking  function comparable  to pronouns and demonstratives  that are clause particles. 
In  terms of stress, prepositional phrases with a pronoun are comparable  to Kuhn’s clause 
particles, especially  ‘substantive’ pronouns,  in  that  they are unstressed clause-initially but 
stressed later in the clause: see the contrast in stress of (41) and (39). Prepositional phrases 
with a pronominal object as a whole are  thus comparable  to clause particles. They may 
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